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Longhairs at Manapouri 
 
Manapouri was a long way from the rest of the world; international problems didn’t exist. It was 
another world. Brother Rod had decided to come with me and we were still good friends though 
since leaving home although we’d gone different ways. He’d fled from school the day he turned 
fifteen after being expelled from three high schools. His only school achievement had been the 
highest caning record, a result of such atrocities as having his socks more than four inches below his 
knees. While I roared around on a motorbike Rod grew his hair long and joined the mods, living in 
filthy basement flats. Those were the days before long hair became respectable and the longhairs were 
a persecuted minority who got continually attacked in the streets and at parties. It was almost 
impossible for a longhair to get a job and the magistrates would refuse to even try ‘these longhaired 
vermin’ until their hair was cut and they were clean-shaven. Society didn’t have Jews or negroes for 
scapegoats and the protests hadn’t begun yet, so the longhairs were convenient scapegoats. Rod and 
other longhairs hid out in small flats, only emerging in the middle of the day to sneak down to the 
dole department, a long and dangerous journey of catcalls and whistles. The bread and milk diet, 
mission shop clothes and long hours of idleness were a protest against all the social standards of the 
time. 

Rod drifted down to Christchurch where he holed up with a large gang of fellow longhairs. 
They were attacked by an even larger gang of motorbike boys armed with chains and knives. One of 
the mods was a deer culler, and one of his mates pulled out his guns and opened fire to defend the 
group from the bikies – and he killed one of the bikies. It was a tragic ending to the conflict between 
two anti-establishment subcultures: the longhair and the bikie. 

The significant factor was the age differences. Rod and his friends were all fifteen and sixteen 
years old; most of the bikies were around twenty-four. The longhairs were new rebels and, as always, 
the new ideas seemed to eventually replace the old. Now everyone from bank employees to 
motorbike boys grow their hair long. 
 
If the times were changing outside, the Manapouri world had its own standards and Rod’s hair just 
had to go. We walked into the Manapouri mess hall full of real hard tough-looking men and they 
erupted into howls, banging their fists on the tables because Rod had hair down to his shoulders. We 
rushed out of that mess hall and Rod had a haircut within about five minutes, despite his real 
stubborn attitude about haircuts and everything else. 
 “Hey Boy, get that truck movin!” Our fat southern Yankee boss always called me ‘boy’. He 
called all the dark fellows ‘boy’. “You cock suckin’ son of a bitch didn’t you hear me – get that truck 
movin’, boy”. The Maori boys on the job didn’t like being called boy by fat southern yanks. 
 Manapouri’s a hell of a scary place to arrive. Hard-rock miners look rough as hell. Stony 
faces, leathery hands, stubbly beards. They talk rough – the ones who talk at all. You ask a guy which 
way to go and he answers in Yugoslav or German or Italian. Sitting in troop trucks, long rows of 
grimy black uniforms and the new men – like us – bright yellow. Green, think the men and you look 
green as the truck travels miles underground. No one talks. Everyone around is speaking in a foreign 
language. The truck drops you off among the howling roaring machines, water pours out of the 
tunnel roof. Thousands of gallons of water. The air so thick with fumes and dust you can hardly 
breathe. When you spit it comes out black. Hundreds of enormous pneumatic drills roaring in a 
confined space – shattering howling drills. Then silence. All the men start walking out of the tunnel 
and sit down in the smoko bay so you follow. No one says a word. Silence beautiful silence. 
 Bompcrashpow%&’+?&’ Rod and I threw ourselves to the ground. The whole tunnel 
seemed to be blowing to pieces. Shock waves followed each other and seemed to be rattle our brains 
around like yo yos. Dust fell from the roof and a thick acidic cloud of dynamite dust came rolling up 
the tunnel. We looked up to see all the miners roaring with laughter. It’d just been a normal blast. 
Having made fools of us all the men in the gang seemed a lot more friendly. There were four 
Yugoslavs, a German, Rod and me in our gunite gang and the fat yank was boss. The fat yank did 
nothing but sit on his arse all day. He was one of these overseas ‘experts’ the New Zealand 
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Government seems to insist on importing all the time at great expense. It was his job to announce 
when it was smoko; even that was useless. Everyone had a watch and at smoko we all just stopped 
drilling and started climbing down the jumbo, walking to the smoko sheds. When we were halfway 
there he’d yell “OK men smoko you can stop for smoko now,” as though he’d just had a brainwave. 
 The German had a hell of a temper and all he seemed able to talk about at lunchtimes was 
the fact that he only had half a stomach so we didn’t bother talking with him much. Once Rod asked 
him if having been a member of the Hitler Youth during the war had affected his outlook. He gave a 
German chuckle or as close to a chuckle as a German can give and shook his head. “No, not at all. 
Zat vas all history – et is all ovfer. It doesn’t affect me at all”. 
 “Then you’ve given up all the propaganda about Germany being the master race and all that 
bullshit,” laughed Rod. The whole tunnel seemed to turn a shade darker, four enormous veins 
popped on the German’s head. His nose was about an inch away from Rod’s as his fists shook 
violently about two inches from Rod’s ears. 
 “Vat do you mean! VVVaatt do you mean! PROPAGANDA!” he was screaming. “Ve are za 
master race! Ve are za master race...!” 
 Rod and I worked hard. The gunite gang sprayed the tunnel with concrete. The concrete 
truck driver was a guy called Slim who on our first day on the job carefully informed us that a woman 
had thirty-two muscles and nerves in her bottom and that you hadn’t seen the world till you’d tried 
them. He was delighted by our lack of joy at the proposition and every time he saw us he would yell 
“Rember what I told you Tim – whack her up the brown!” Like a lot guys at Manapouri he had sexual 
hangups. 
 After two months Rod and I were fired. The fat yank fired us for laughing at him. They were 
making a film of the project. The original project was supposed to cost the New Zealand taxpayer 
about $70 million and now the estimates were around the $130 million mark so they covered up a lot 
of bungling with films displaying magnificient progress – thanks to our American friends. For the 
first time in two months we saw the fat yank move. Man, did he move. As soon as he spotted the 
cameras he leapt out of his seat and started yelling and waving his arms round. “Get that truck 
movin’. Start the machine!” At one stage he got so carried away he almost touched a shovel. The TV 
cameramen were astonished and began filming this fat guy sprinting up and down in front of them 
and waving his arms. Here at last was some real action. Then they saw me and Rod standing in one 
corner howling with laughter and focused the cameras on us immediately after fatty’s performance. 
 The union took up our case but in the process discovered our real ages. I was nineteen and 
Rod sixteen. We’d both faked our ages. Rod was about the youngest guy to work underground on the 
Manapouri project. He had to leave, and we wept. 
 My new gang was in the workshop. It was much colder but much healthier working above 
ground. The gang was nearly all Kiwis. By now I was beginning to feel my way around the place. The 
intellectual group in camp had poetry readings, wine and cheese evenings, wrote novels, played stereo 
music and were homosexuals to a man. It was a hell of a strange, almost a frightening sight to see 
fully grown men dancing with each other. I’d always thought of homosexuals as perverts; all my 
childhood memories came flooding back. Of old men pinching my bottom on buses when I was 
twelve and the pimply freak trying to pull down my pants when we were fishing by the creek. These 
men seemed so different: intelligent, successful, artistic and really good workers. 
 There was also quite a bit of grass floating around the camp if you knew the right people. It 
was strange wandering through the snow utterly stoned, in the middle of the Southern Alps down in 
the arsehole of the world. 
 I didn’t smoke too often because it made me feel like snatching – the Manapouri word for 
quitting. Manapouri had a lot of its own words – mostly Yankee slang like cocksucker – the main 
swear word – and also a few Yugoslav words like bradgo which means brother. 
 I tried to start a camp newspaper. There was a lot to write about in Manapouri – camp rats, 
contracts, labour hangups. Camp rats are people who travel around the world from camp to camp. 
South Africa, Australia, South America, wherever there’s a big contract. They’ve lived in camps for so 
long they can’t live in society and often pile up immense fortunes, large portions of which they’ll 
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readily gamble or drink away. It wasn’t uncommon at Manapouri to see $5,000 or $6,000 being played 
on one hand. They developed a form of rather pleasant insanity to help them survive the rugged 
conditions and I suspect a lot of them had bad sexual hangups and couldn’t face women. 
 I wanted to investigate all the camp rumours about the whole Manapouri agreement – of 
course, in a camp, rumours spread worse than forest fires. The story was that the first part of the 
contract went to a New Zealand outfit Downer/Fletcher/Davies and they couldn’t handle it too well 
so Utah, a Yankee outfit, was called in on an extremely generous contract. In the contract they got a 
certain percentage of the cost of the job and as a result were making certain that the job cost as much 
as possible. There was no doubt that the estimates on the cost of the job did rise from about $70 
million to $140 million while I was there and there were numerous cases of wild extravagance. 
 There was also the question of labour. Why was it so necessary to import 400 East 
Europeans into the country to form the basis of the workforce. The excuse was that they were 
experienced hardrock miners but many of them readily admitted to me that back in Eastern Europe 
they’d been taxi drivers and shopkeepers. Anyway, it didn’t take too much training to become a 
reasonably competent miner for a contract such as Manapouri – in fact Rod and I were sent down in 
a wire basket to start drilling (the job of only experienced first-class miners) when were only labourers 
aged sixteen and nineteen. I strongly suspected the East European labourers were potential strike 
breakers; their presence forced the others to work in often hazardous conditions. Sometimes though, 
the air got so thick that everyone would just spontaneously drop their tools and walk out of the 
tunnel. 
 The Manapouri project was often referred to as the melting pot of the world. People came 
from all over Europe and America to work there and take home the fantastic wages that were earned. 
Why couldn’t there have been a real campaign to recruit New Zealand labour so that the money 
stayed in the country? It would also have meant a few hundred Kiwis trained in hardrock mining, a 
valuable asset to the New Zealand workforce. 
 There were many questions to be asked about the Manapouri power project even before the 
raising of the lake issue. The entire project stank. Talk of the possibility of a camp newspaper soon 
got around and I received word from above. If the paper was started I got fired. Nothing official was 
said, but they let me know, that’s the way things often work in a work camp. 
 Manapouri had everything. Gymnasia, picture theatre, clubs, bars, TV rooms. It was the 
almost perfect village. Only one thing was missing – girls. There were a lot of jokes around about the 
alternative. Howard Morrison renamed the ship at Deep Cove the Wankanella and the night 
watchman at West Arm said he could feel the ground shaking one night after a Vanessa Redgrave 
film. The noble art of masturbation really came into its own. 
 I soon found the answer to most of camp life’s sexual frustrations. I joined the rugby football 
team and the boxing club. Rugby was terrific. Southland competition games are played on Sunday. 
They turned into weekend booze-ups with a spot of rugby crammed in the middle. Being one of the 
fittest in the team I played as a glamour breakaway. Southland rugby is still played the way rugby 
should be played – spirited, hard and sociable. Each small town had its own team and large crowds 
turned out to watch each match. Our lack of brilliant rugby strategy was compensated for by the 
enthusiasm and fire that went into every match. It was country rugby at its best. 


